The North Campus/Collegetown Council was comprised of faculty and staff involved with the Faculty Programs in Residential Programs. Committee members were:

- Jennifer Gerner (Co-Chair), Faculty
- Joe Burke (Co-Chair), Director, Residential Programs
- Sejin Bai, Resident Advisor, Donlon Hall
- John Belina, Faculty Fellow
- Mimi Benjamin, Associate Director for Faculty Programs, Residential Programs
- Laurie Fuller, Associate Director, Carol Tatkon Center
- Carol Grumbach, Director, Carol Tatkon Center
- Anthony Hay, Balch Faculty in Residence, Faculty Senate Appointee
- Kathryn March, Dining Discussion Faculty Fellow
- Amy Pollock, Residence Hall Director, Donlon Hall
- Joe Regenstein, Faculty Fellow
- Shawkat Toorawa, Mews Faculty in Residence

In June 2010, co-chairs Joe Burke and Jenny Gerner were informed that the Faculty Programs would be moved from Residential Programs to be overseen by the Carol Tatkon Center, with three halls being overseen by the Tatkon Center in 2010-2011 and subsequently transitioning all halls for 2011-2012. As a result, the North Campus/Collegetown Council was not utilized as in the past.

The NCCC met twice in the fall and did not meet in the spring. At the first fall meeting, the information about the Faculty Programs transition was presented to the council. At the second meeting, Carol Grumbach and Laurie Fuller shared their interpretations of information they gathered through conversations with some of the faculty involved in Faculty Programs. During both meetings, the NCCC members asked about the role of the NCCC after the transition, but Grumbach and Fuller reported that they had not decided anything regarding the role of the council for the future. By the end of spring semester, no information about the future role of the council was provided. Thus, the members were thanked for their service and encouraged to seek out additional information from Grumbach and Fuller.

The purpose of the council was to guide the program. However, with the transition of the program and no information about the future involvement of the council, the NCCC group was not able to function as it had previously.